Essential Oils and Alpacas Community As you know, we are dedicated to increasing our learning and sharing of ongoing research with
the use of essential oils with our livestock. You can be a vital part of this goal by contributing
your results from using the Essential Oil Protocols*. We will be featuring community leaders and
participating farms on our new website, http://myinnergy.life Check it out!

Getting Involved –
I am attaching a simple template to capture fecal count results, before and after the use of the
Parasite Protocols**. As you capture the data; send me your results to include in the study. Your
help will be valuable in supporting your community as well as recognizing your good work.

Behind the Scenes with Dave Gremby “We continue to be optimistic that James Madison University, will approve our formal study this
year. We are told the university will be more likely to approve this study if we can demonstrate
interest and some type of informal data from alpaca owners like you. That is why we are
encouraging all members of our Young Living Essential Oils and Alpacas community to
implement and document results of the Parasite and Post-Parasite Treatment protocols now!

We have attached a simple spreadsheet that you can use to document your fecal results for each
animal you have on the protocols, and ask that you share your results with us so we can continue
to build our database. It doesn't matter if you have only one animal, or several, in your study. All
results will help us learn more about these amazing oils and their healing properties. Thanks to
those who took the first step by joining our Essential Oils and Alpacas community. Let’s be
proactive in following through to implement a natural and effective herd health management
system on our farms. We thank you for your continued desire to pursue non-toxic approaches to
maintaining healthy alpacas, and for following through with the attached spreadsheet.”

Please feel free to contact Jeanne (407-704-9020) or Dave (540-280-0690) if you have questions.
Best regards!

